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A unique feature culture was established by the Chinese traditional culture, 
which was formed and permeated in the development of tea and tea event. Tea 
packaging is the corporeal carrier of tea culture , meanwhile tea culture gives soul and 
character to tea packaging. Under the background of the consumer age , items is 
abundant. Consumers can choose freely. Before the new consumption pattern is 
completed, Enterprises must get consumers recognized. The quality and the culture 
characteristics of commodity must transmit to consumers quickly. In recent years tea 
industries has made great achievement.  The material and spirit character of tea is 
recognized by consumers, a large number of advanced tea enterprises has appeared. 
Tea has fame without brand is embarrassing tea industries. The good and the bad are 
intermingled, consumers cann’t choose which is better. The only way to change the 
high production  to high value is to enhance added value of products. The brand road 
is a lamp to Chinese enterprises. Based on the traditional culture, brand as the 
guide ,combining modern packaging forms. Design tea packaging fitted by modern 
consumers. It is a proper way to tea enterprises.  
Firstly, this paper utilizes document research, comparative analysis method, 
analyzes the tea's own properties, tea culture background, tea industry development 
present situation. 
Secondly , through practice and investigations. The problem of Xiamen tea 
packaging is Band culture is lacking; short of legal awareness; ignored desiging; 
neglected environmental responsibility. 
Finally , through the research "Lipton" brand experience, found the way suited 
Chinese tea enterprises : developing the tea brand. 
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